rising workplace stress is a large albatross hanging around the necks of workers and employers. According to studies of the subject by the U.S. Department of Labor, the American Psychological Association, Yankelovich Monitor and CCH Inc., in recent years there has been a 20.3 percent increase in job absences caused by anxiety, stress and neurotic disorders. Stress affects morale, productivity and safety.

Developing a healthy workplace can pay off in reversing this trend. Inviting employees to have a say about their work environment in an honest and open fashion can change the workplace culture and reduce stress. Other successful management practices include improving communication, increasing staff members’ decision making, offering flexible job scheduling, encouraging breaks, working in teams toward a common goal, and leadership and professional development opportunities.

Providing such services as language classes, child care, onsite flu shots or health screening, and tuition reimbursement programs also help balance work-life issues thus reducing stress. One winner of APA’s 2003 Best Practice Award allows injured employees time to recuperate and helps them ease back into work by doing light-duty work at community nonprofit organizations—all while receiving their normal compensation. Another offered three months’ notice and job placement services to employees affected by layoffs.

Workplace Stress Defined

Workplace stress can be defined as the harmful physical and emotional responses that occur when the requirements of the job do not match the capabilities, resources, or needs of the employee or volunteer. Workplace stress...continued on page 2
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results from the interaction of the staff member and the conditions of work. Views differ, however, on the importance of the individual characteristics versus working conditions as the primary cause of job stress. Differences in such individual characteristics as personality and coping style are most important in predicting whether certain job conditions will result in stress—in other words, what is stressful for one person may not be a problem for someone else. Other factors to consider in workplace stress include the design of tasks, autocratic management style, work roles, job insecurity or environmental factors such as noisy or dangerous working conditions.

Hazards Associated With Workplace Stress

Workplace stress can have physiological effects on employees and volunteers. These effects include headache, sleep disturbances, difficulty concentrating, digestive problems and depression. The effects of job stress on chronic diseases are more difficult to see because chronic diseases take a long time to develop and can be influenced by many factors other than stress. Nonetheless, evidence is rapidly accumulating to suggest that stress plays an important role in several types of chronic health problems—especially cardiovascular disease, musculoskeletal disorders, and psychological disorders. Lack of concentration or stress reaction can also lead to workplace injuries.

Dealing with workplace stress should encompass the staff member and the job. The person should have the opportunity to participate in such wellness programs as stress reduction, exercise, and weight maintenance. By ensuring that the workload is in line with each staff member’s capabilities and resources, the level of frustration that a person feels can be reduced.

Job design is also an important factor. Design jobs to provide meaning, stimulation, and opportunities for employees and volunteers to use their skills. Clearly define staff members’ roles and responsibilities. Give them opportunities to participate in decisions and actions affecting their jobs. Try to establish work schedules that are compatible with demands and responsibilities outside the job.

Good job design accommodates a person’s mental and physical abilities. The following job design guidelines will help minimize or control workplace stress. Where stress in the workplace is caused, for example, by a physical agent, it is best to control it at its source. If the workplace is too loud, implement control measures to deal with the noise wherever possible. If a person is experiencing pain from repetitive strain, the workstation can be redesigned to reduce repetitive and strenuous movements.

Teach employees and volunteers to relax by taking several deep breaths throughout the day, or taking regular stretch breaks. Stretching is simple enough to do anywhere and takes only a few seconds. Help individuals take charge of their situations by setting aside 10 minutes at the beginning of each day to prioritize and organize their day’s tasks and responsibilities. Encourage them to be honest with colleagues, but be constructive and make practical suggestions, and be realistic about what they can change.

continued on page 3
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Resources
- 2002 CCH Inc. Unscheduled Absence Survey, CCH Riverwoods, IL.
- American Psychological Association, 2000 national public opinion poll.
- Encyclopaedia of Occupational Health and Safety, 4th Edition contains a comprehensive summary of the latest scientific information about the causes and effects of job stress (see Vol. 1, Chapter 5, Mental Health; Vol. 2, Chapter 34, Psychosocial and Organizational Factors).
- 2002 CCH Inc. Unscheduled Absence Survey, CCH Riverwoods, IL.
- American Psychological Association, 2000 national public opinion poll.
- Encyclopaedia of Occupational Health and Safety, 4th Edition contains a comprehensive summary of the latest scientific information about the causes and effects of job stress (see Vol. 1, Chapter 5, Mental Health; Vol. 2, Chapter 34, Psychosocial and Organizational Factors).

Workplace Stress Checklist
- Job requirements and staff member competencies/skill set are in balance.
- The workplace environment is conducive to work—not noisy, crowded, cluttered, hot or cold, or dangerous.
- Adequate rest breaks are incorporated into the daily routine.
- Opportunities for social interaction are woven into the work day.
- Employees are provided with materials on stress reduction and wellness.
- Employees are offered information and training on wellness and healthy lifestyles.
- There is a grievance process and employees are provided with information on access to this process.

Free Online Resource Now Available
Workplace Safety Is No Accident—An Employer’s Online Toolkit to Protect Employees and Volunteers, the free, online toolkit developed by the Nonprofit Risk Management Center. Consult the toolkit for help with a particular area, such as ladders, transportation or food service. Or peruse the toolkit for insights on setting up a workplace safety program. Print out sample forms and check out the links to additional resources.
People—Your Most Pivotal Resource

by George L. Head, Ph.D.

Three large groups of people are essential to your nonprofit’s success in pursuing its mission:

1. Your staff (including your officers, employees, and volunteers) who jointly perform all the planning, speaking, driving, carrying, cooking, cleaning, negotiating, decision-making, and all the other activities that we tend somewhat loosely to say your nonprofit “does.”

2. Your clients, service recipients, consumers, participants and members—all of the people whom your mission seeks directly or indirectly to serve.

3. The wider community with which your nonprofit interacts—all the individuals and people in organizations who (among other things) contribute to your nonprofit’s finances and reputation; provide you with (or buy your) goods and services; enact, enforce, or protect your nonprofit from general laws and specific regulations; and the neighbors who own, occupy, or work in the properties that are near each of your nonprofit’s facilities.

The individuals in each of these groups are critical to your nonprofit’s progress; yet our title specifically describes them as “pivotal,” not “crucial.” Pivotal is the right word here because the success of your nonprofit often turns on events involving people in each of these three groups and on how they, in turn, respond to these events. Given some sets of events, your staff, clients, and the surrounding community are assets that boost your revenues and your success wondrously. But if other circumstances prevail, these same staff, clients, and the wider community generate liabilities that doom your nonprofit to years of struggle, if not outright failure. So much turns on these people, your pivotal resource.

The importance of people to a nonprofit’s success has prompted the Nonprofit Risk Management Center to develop and offer through the Center’s Website, www.nonprofitrisk.org, a very thorough toolkit on workplace safety. The toolkit is titled: Workplace Safety Is No Accident—An Employer’s Online Toolkit to Protect Employees and Volunteers. The toolkit offers an opportunity for leaders and managers of nonprofits and public entities to learn how to identify, combat, and if necessary recover from a full range of hazards that may bring injury, disease, or other harm (such as stress, harassment, and identity theft) to a nonprofit’s paid and volunteer staff.

Our purpose here is not to simply praise the Toolkit. Rather, the following paragraphs aim to view workplace safety in a wider risk management context. Our focus will still be on people and workplace safety, but we will look at how workplace safety affects—for better or worse—all three of the major groups of people (staff, clients, and the wider community) who are pivotal to a nonprofit’s success. For this wider focus, continued on page 5
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we will assume first that workplace safety is poor (that your organization ignores the Workplace Safety Toolkit), then assume that workplace safety improves due, at least in part, to your use of the Toolkit. We know that workplace safety affects insurance costs—workers compensation rates for employees and general liability rates for volunteers and officers—but we are ignoring these costs here to concentrate especially on the more direct, and quite diverse, effects of workplace safety on the three groups of people on whom nonprofits most depend.

If your workplace safety is substandard, your own staff’s productivity suffers because:

- Some of your employees and volunteers are absent with injuries or diseases your organization caused.
- Your remaining employees and volunteers are stretched thin trying to do unfamiliar tasks to fill in for those who are absent.
- Your managers (perhaps even some of your officers) may become distracted from their normal work in trying to cope with work safety issues—especially if claimants’ attorneys and insurance adjusters start visiting your facilities or the media begins coming to your door.
- When (not if, but when) word gets out—fairly or unfairly—that people “often” get injured or sickened by the same dangerous conditions (such as slippery floors, toxic substances, parking lot hazards, or radiation) that are disabling your staff.
- Clients who have come to value or to depend on their direct relationship with a particular staff member of your organization—even if they have never been to your premises—are likely to stay away, or to begin looking for another service organization, when “their person” at your organization becomes disabled for an extended period and, in their view, is not adequately replaced.
- Clients just simply stop coming, without saying a word or asking any questions, when they hear rumors or media reports that people who go to your organization’s facilities “get hurt a lot.”

Unsafe workplace conditions also have adverse effects on clients—clients who are likely to seek other sources of service and to discourage new clients from coming to you. You are likely to lose these present and potential clients when:

- Clients who now routinely come to your facility for recreation, food, clothing, social contacts, education, medicine, therapy, or other mission-related reasons are injured or sickened by the same dangerous conditions (such as slippery floors, toxic substances, parking lot hazards, or radiation) that are disabling your staff.

The third key group whose support for your organization may well turn to

continued on page 6
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hostility because of your substandard workplace safety is the wider community with which your nonprofit interacts daily. A poor work-safety record will, in all probability, affect what your immediate neighbors see—and what the wider community hears—that affects their opinion of your organization. If your work-safety record is sub par, most of what they see, hear, and think will be bad—and your mission will suffer. For example:

- The people who occupy or regularly work in or visit properties near yours will have amazingly sharp eyes for spotting any ambulances, fire engines, pest-control trucks, toxic-decontamination equipment, public health officials, and similar “trouble” vehicles at your facilities; these “good neighbors” are likely to wonder if they also are in trouble and, just to be safe, to warn their neighbors and perhaps alert the media.

- Both regular and potential donors to your nonprofit, individuals and organizations that feel obligated to make socially responsible decisions about the organizations they support may have twinges of doubt when writing out a check for your organization. Perhaps another organization that “cares more about the people who work for it, or at least one that uses our money for something better than paying higher insurance premiums” would be a worthier recipient.

- People you ask to serve on your board may hesitate to lend their good names to an organization like yours if it is developing a reputation for work-safety deficiencies, deficiencies that—if they became really severe—might spawn civil lawsuits or criminal proceedings against your organization and the board itself.

Each of these bulleted threats to the three major groups of people who power your organization is a pivot point—on one side a threat where poor work safety can endanger your mission by depriving you of the people or of the people’s support that you so very much need. But these pivot points also mark opportunities, situations where excellent work-safety performance can enhance the value that your staff, your clients, and the wider community provide to your organization. As just a few examples:

- Employees and volunteers who are confident they are not in danger are more likely to seek ways of becoming more efficient in their work—and to encourage outsiders they know are good workers to join their “team”—rather than just trying to “keep safe and survive” on the job.

- The clients that your organization helps reach their own goals, thus fulfilling your organization’s mission as it applies to their own lives—are more eager to “graduate” to your staff as a volunteer or even an employee if they see in your “safety-focused” management that you care as much about your staff as you do about your clients.

- The people in the communities with whom you interact—your actual

continued on page 7
Workplace Safety Policy Statement
(excerpted from *Workplace Safety Is No Accident—An Employer’s Online Toolkit to Protect Employees and Volunteers*, featured at www.nonprofitrisk.org).

It is up to the management of a nonprofit to vigilantly protect staff safety. Implementing a safety policy for your organization should be a top priority. Staff—paid employees and unpaid volunteers—should be encouraged to report any unsafe conditions right away and should be trained how to react in an emergency involving potential violence at the workplace.

Goals of the Policy
1. A primary goal of a workplace safety policy is to establish the expectation that it is the responsibility of all personnel to create and maintain a safe work environment.
2. The organization’s safety policy should also address the organization’s obligations under the Occupational Safety and Health Act to maintain a safe workplace.
3. The organization’s workplace safety policy should require employees to use universal precautions when applying first-aid or providing personal care to clients or each other. Exposure at the workplace to diseases that are transmitted by body-fluids, such as Hepatitis and AIDS, is regulated by OSHA.

Sample
It is the intent of [organization name] to provide a safe environment for employees, and volunteers. It is also our intent to properly manage any incidents that occur so as to minimize injury and other forms of loss. A well-managed workplace safety program can benefit our organization and its people in countless ways.

In order for [organization name] to achieve our goals, we have developed a workplace safety program outlining the policies and procedures regarding employee and volunteer health and safety. Each and every individual must become familiar with the program, follow and enforce the procedures, and become an active participant in this workplace safety program.

While management [the workplace safety officer and workplace safety committee] will be responsible for developing and organizing this program, its success will depend on the involvement of each employee and volunteer. We look forward to your cooperation and participation.

People—Your Most Pivotal Resource
continued from page 6

neighbors, those who give you money, those who regulate you, even those who may sometimes consider suing you for some supposed wrong against them—will think just a bit more highly of your organization and of your cause if your workplace safety record is strong. And those people, organizations, or authorities who think of you “just a bit more highly” than they think of some other nonprofit may—on a day or in a way you would never have guessed—be the ones who push you over the top to mission success.

So be sure to get on the positive side of these pivot points. Consult *Workplace Safety Is No Accident* featured at www.nonprofitrisk.org and peruse the valuable information, resources and insights it offers.

George Head is special advisor to the Nonprofit Risk Management Center. Dr. Head welcomes your comments and feedback on the issue of workplace safety or any risk management topic or dilemma facing your nonprofit. He may be reached at George@nonprofitrisk.org.
What’s the Board Got to Do With It?
The Vital Link Between Good Governance and Risk Management

by Melanie L. Herman

During my trip to Australia this summer I was surprised and delighted to see that risk management tops the list of key agenda items for a typical nonprofit board. At a conference for board members and CEOs sponsored by the Nonprofit Governance & Management Centre (www.governance.com.au), the subject of risk management was featured in two keynote sessions and again in two conference workshops.

Like their American counterparts, nonprofits in Australia face increasing scrutiny and the call for greater accountability and transparency. But in stark contrast with their American counterparts, Australian nonprofit boards see the discipline of risk management as a vital and necessary tool for achieving greater accountability. None of the board members or CEOs I met equated board involvement in risk management with “meddling” in day-to-day operations. Rather, the enlightened leaders I met on my trip saw board attention to risk-taking and risk management as integral to mission fulfillment. Several conference participants told me that they viewed risk management as providing a clear path to good governance for Australian nonprofits.

The Nonprofit Risk Management Center’s second book on the subject of boards and risk management was published earlier this month. The book, titled Pillars of Accountability: A Risk Management Guide for Nonprofit Boards, dovetails with the free, online tool also known as Pillars of Accountability. The tool has been used by several thousand nonprofits since its debut in 2002.

The excerpt below is drawn from Chapter 2 of the new book, which addresses the subject of Strategic Risk Management. In Chapter 2 we present a “laundry list” of steps that a nonprofit board might pursue in order to address weaknesses in the organization’s existing risk management efforts. In addition to selecting an action step, it is vital to identify a target date for completion and the lead board or staff member for the task. Review the list and check those that are suitable to your nonprofit.

Risk Management Committee

- If a Risk Management Committee does not currently exist, determine whether there is an existing committee that could be re-purposed or broadened to take on risk management issues, or whether it makes more sense to create a separate committee for this purpose.

- Determine the appropriate makeup of the committee. Are there essential positions versus flexible positions on the committee? For example, some nonprofits determine that having the organization’s legal and insurance advisors on the committee is absolutely necessary, but the participation of various staff members can change.

- Establish an appropriate mission and work program for the risk management committee. What tasks will it take on? How often will it meet? What are the immediate or top priority assignments for the committee? In some nonprofits a top priority might be overseeing the bidding process for the nonprofit’s insurance program.
What's the Board Got to Do With It?
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- Consider the reporting structure and format for the risk management committee. How will the decisions or actions of the committee be reported to the board and how often?

**Governance Risks**

The legal structure and operation of a nonprofit affects the possibility of suffering a loss or achieving a gain. Disregard for the organization’s mission or not following the bylaws can have negative consequences.

- Determine if the nonprofit’s articles of incorporation are reviewed periodically to ensure both compliance with state law and concurrency with the organization’s mission and purpose. If necessary, determine the steps required to amend the articles.

- Determine if the nonprofit’s bylaws are reviewed periodically to ensure that they reflect current circumstances and operations. If the bylaws require updating, establish a schedule to bring this important governing tool up to date.

- Confirm that the nonprofit’s bylaws contain a provision indemnifying board members. When an organization agrees to indemnify its board members it promises to pay the directors’ legal costs (usually both defense expenses and any settlements or judgments) from claims arising from board service. Keep in mind that indemnification is a hollow promise unless the nonprofit has a financing strategy in place (with respect to claims against board members, the most affordable strategy might be a directors’ and officers’ liability insurance policy).

- Review the organization’s current conflict of interest policy. Does the policy require that board members report conflicts on an annual basis?

Is the policy followed or disregarded? Is it suitable for the organization or cumbersome?

- Does the nonprofit have a clearly-defined risk financing strategy, which describes the nonprofit’s philosophy about paying for losses and the tools that the organization intends to use to pay for losses? If not, consider developing a risk financing strategy. For example:

[Name of Nonprofit] is committed to protecting its financial and human assets to the greatest extent possible. [Name of Nonprofit] will seek to eliminate or reduce as much as practicable the conditions, activities, and practices that cause insurable losses. The organization will purchase insurance to provide indemnity for catastrophic losses and will decide, based on an analysis of the best interests of the organization, to either insure or retain those risks not considered of major importance to mission-critical operations and financial well-being. The board will receive an annual insurance stewardship report summarizing its insurance program, any significant losses and any changes made to the program during the prior year.

- Review the nonprofit’s risk financing strategy to make certain that the division of labor between the staff and the board is clear. For example:

To safeguard the assets and resources of [Name of Nonprofit], the organization will purchase insurance for those insurable risks of major importance to mission-critical operations and the financial health of the organization. It is the executive director’s responsibility to oversee the organization’s insurance program and provide an annual insurance report to the board.

continued on page 10
Insurance Awareness

When asked about the adequacy of their nonprofit’s insurance coverage, some board members report that they have received assurances from the organization’s broker that the coverage meets the nonprofit’s needs. Other board members express concern that the insurance program—a term referring to the collection of coverages purchased by an organization—may not be adequate. Responsibility for the fiscal health of a nonprofit and its mission are important facets of board responsibility.

While professional staff members and outside advisors can provide invaluable assistance to the board, the board should never view the subject of insurance as falling completely outside the board’s territory. As is true with other areas of operations, when a nonprofit matures day-to-day responsibility gradually shifts to professional staff and paid advisors. However, the board should periodically consider its understanding of the insurance program and make certain it has the tools it needs to make its own assessment of adequacy.

What’s the Board Got to Do With It?
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Determining the board’s comfort level with the nonprofit’s insurance program. Does each board member have a basic understanding of the coverages purchased by the organization?

If the board is unfamiliar with the package of policies that protect the nonprofit from catastrophic financial loss, what information, resources, or education about the program are required to bring the board up to date?

If the board has a strong, working knowledge of the nonprofit’s insurance program, are there periodic reports and presentations which highlight changes, challenges or new developments?

What concerns have board members raised about the nonprofit’s insurance program? Have these concerns been addressed to the board’s satisfaction? If not, what additional help might be required to obtain timely answers that will facilitate informed decision-making?

Independent Insurance Advisor

When a nonprofit’s insurance advisor also serves on the board, various difficulties can ensue due to the lack of independence of this key advisor. The first step below is appropriate for nonprofits that find themselves in this difficult situation.

Identify ways that the insurance professional could be supportive of the organization without serving on the board or other governing body. For example, perhaps he or she can serve on the risk management committee, or another committee involving nonboard members.

If your nonprofit does not currently have an insurance advisor (broker, agent or consultant), consult peers at several nonprofit agencies in your community and request contact information for each agency’s insurance professional.

Remember to check the references of a prospective insurance professional. Ask the candidate’s nonprofit clients: (1) How long have you been a client of the agent/broker? (2) How would you describe the service you have received? (3) What advice would you offer to a new client of this agent/broker? (4) Was the agent/broker responsive when you filed a claim? (5) Do you have any reservations about recommending your agent/broker to another nonprofit?

Achieving greater accountability is within reach for every nonprofit. Begin by choosing practical steps that are consistent with your resources and circumstances.
Welcome to the Risk Management Marketplace, a regular feature in Community Risk Management & Insurance. The Marketplace provides information on the product and service offerings of a number of companies serving the nonprofit sector. Inclusion in the Marketplace does not constitute an endorsement by the Nonprofit Risk Management Center. To inquire about advertising rates and space availability for future editions of the Risk Management Marketplace, contact Suzanne Hensell, Director of Marketing & Education, at (202) 785-3891 or Suzanne@nonprofitrisk.org.

With us, insurance renewals can be smooth sailing

You have a choice of insurers, so why not choose the only ones that are themselves 501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations?

Nonprofits’ Insurance Alliance of California (NIAC) and Alliance of Nonprofits for Insurance, Risk Retention Group (ANI-RRG)

We understand nonprofits...because we are a nonprofit!

CALL Susan Bradshaw at (800) 359-6422, ext. 41
It costs nothing to get a quote and chances are we can save you money!

Insurance Specialists for Social Service Agencies

Discourage litigation. Persuade your neighbors to compromise whenever you can. Point out to them how the nominal winner is often a real loser — in fees, expenses, and waste of time. As a peacemaker the lawyer has a superior opportunity of being a good man. There will still be business enough. —Abraham Lincoln

David Szerlip & Associates
391 Springfield Ave. Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922  800•508•3808
Why Mutual of America?

We Specialize in Retirement Plans

Mutual of America is dedicated to providing employers of not-for-profit organizations with comprehensive retirement plan products and services.

- Salaried sales and service representatives
- HotlinePlus, our online, Internet-based system provides employers with immediate access to plan information
- Administration, record-keeping and claims services all provided by one company
- Toll-free number and Web site for employee transactions
- Quarterly statements mailed to employees’ homes along with informative newsletters
- Twenty variable Investment Alternatives and an Interest Accumulation Account

Mutual of America Life Insurance Company is a Registered Broker-Dealer. For more information and a prospectus call: 1-800-468-3785. The prospectus contains complete information on all charges and expenses, including separate account and portfolio company expenses, and an annual contract fee. Please read it carefully before you invest.

Rely on the experience of our staff.

No matter how unique your situation, Munich–American RiskPartners has the talent and expertise you’re looking for. Specializing in alternative solutions, we help clients control the total cost of risk.

And when it comes to stability, we’re the only alternative risk specialist that offers the resources of American Re—a member of the Munich Re Group—which has been standing behind its commitments and paying claims for over 86 years.

So call Munich–American RiskPartners with your alternative risk needs today. We’ll bring plenty of know-how to the table.

Munich–American RiskPartners is a division of American Re-Insurance Company. Risks are underwritten by American Re-Insurance Company and other members of the Munich Re Group. The Munich–American RiskPartners name and logo are trademarks of American Re-Insurance Company.

©2004 American Re-Insurance Company. All rights reserved.
Remember when closing your eyes and hanging on tight were all you needed to feel secure?

Now that you run a social service agency, your eyes are wide open. Where others see only your good works, you see that things can spin out of control. Markel sees things your way, and can design an insurance program that protects your staff, clients, board members, and volunteers.

Feel secure with Markel.

MARKEL INSURANCE COMPANY
800-253-3104
www.markelsocialservice.com
Specialized Insurance for Social Service Agencies and Non Profit Organizations

SPECIALTY HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
www.hsd.gaic.com

GreatAmericanInsurance.com
© 2004 Great American Insurance Company

Save Money...Save Time...Obtain Broader Coverage

Protect Your Organization By Receiving Unbiased Advice.

Going into the insurance marketplace without representation is like going to court without an attorney. Why take the risk?

IAC does not sell insurance. Instead we represent your best interest, working on your behalf providing only unbiased advice.

IAC INSURANCE ASSESSMENT CONSULTANTS P.C.
Contact IAC Now: 703-589-1126
Email: chafey@insuranceassessment.com
Web Site: www.insuranceassessment.com

No Departments
No Divisions

An entire company dedicated to insuring your nonprofit organization. Our products and services are provided by the nation's best-known and respected insurance companies. Established 1985.

• Business Auto
• Crime
• Directors & Officers
• Employment Practices Liability
• Fiduciary Liability
• General Liability
• Property
• Sexual Abuse/Molestation Liability
• Social Services Professional Liability
• Umbrella
• Workers' Compensation

Charity First
One Market, Spear Tower, Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94105
P 800.352.2761 • F 415.536.8561
www.charityfirst.com
Products / Publications Order Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products / Publications</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW! Pillars of Accountability: A Risk Management Guide for Nonprofit Boards</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW! Staff Screening Tool Kit—3rd Edition</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW! No Surprises: Harmonizing Risk and Reward in Volunteer Management—3rd Edition</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Season of Hope: A Risk Management Guide for Youth-Serving Nonprofits</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Facility Risk: 10 Steps to Safety</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing to Win: A Risk Management Guide for Nonprofit Sports &amp; Recreation Programs</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready in Defense: A Liability, Litigation and Legal Guide for Nonprofits</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Golden Opportunity: Managing the Risks of Service to Seniors</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlightened Risk Taking: The Workbook</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit CARESTM—Version 2.0—Computer Assisted Risk Evaluation System (visit <a href="http://www.nonprofitcares.org">www.nonprofitcares.org</a> to order!)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage, Claims &amp; Consequences: An Insurance Handbook for Nonprofits</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital Signs: Anticipating, Preventing and Surviving a Crisis in a Nonprofit</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Speed Ahead: Managing Technology Risk in the Nonprofit World</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking the High Road: A Guide to Effective and Legal Employment Practices for Nonprofits</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Strings Attached: Untangling the Risks of Fundraising &amp; Collaboration</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Than a Matter of Trust: Managing the Risks of Mentoring</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Special Event Risks: 10 Steps to Safety</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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